
2. Copy our definition from above OR put the definition into your own
words. Do that here:

BoldnessBoldness
Boldness is soaring to the next level.

1. Copy this week’s CAN word here:

Next, WATCH this week’s CAN video & answer question 3.
(A good trick is to read the question before watching the video so you know what to do!)

In this week’s CANspirational
video, Riya & JJ show you how

they used Boldness to describe
the 14 Words of Can. 
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WATCH
WATCH

3. In the video, Riya and JJ discuss the different ways
they were bold to show you the 14 Words of Can. List
2 Bold examples they gave and briefly explain what
made them bold examples?
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Next, READ the CAN scenario and answer questions 4-6.
(A good trick is to read the questions first, so you know
what you’re looking for!)READREAD

4. What’s different about the reading today? Why did they do
this?
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5. Throughout the reading, Riya and JJ give examples of what bold people are.
List 3 examples from the reading.



6. List 3 examples that bold people are NOT, according to the reading

One part of living in the Land of Can is being bold. Bold people embrace the 14
Words of Can, not just some days... every day! Bold people work with others, even
with people outside their friend group. Bold people soar. You are going to go on a
Bold scavenger hunt this week. Before you begin, look over the questions so you
know what to do. By the end of the week, answer the questions.

Next, DO your week & complete the questions.
(Review the rest of the questions first, so you know
what to do!)

DODO

7. We want you to practice the word, to flex your Boldness muscle! Did you have
a chance to be bold this week? 

Circle one:                               YES              or              NO

If “Yes,” explain. 
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8. We can learn so much by talking to others. Talk to an adult. Talk to them
about boldness. Ask them to tell you about a time when they were bold in their
life. 

a. Who did you talk to?

b. What story did they tell you?

We’re almost done! Think about boldness and your life.
9. Riya & JJ say that being bold can help people go from good to great. How can
being bold help you be successful in your life?
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One last activity on the next page!
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10. After thinking about what you’ve learned this
week, use this space to CREATE a picture, poem,
song, rap, story, or anything that has to do with
boldness. 
(If you create something that’s awesome, have an adult
take a picture and send it to us. We just might feature it on
our site!)
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CREATECREATE
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